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ABSTRACT

Geostatistical simulation is being used to
develop multiple geologic models of rock properties at
the proposed Yucca Mountain repository site. Because
each replicate model contains the same known infor-
mation, and is thus essentially indistinguishable statis-

• tically from others, the differences between models
may be thought of as representing the uncertainty in
the site description. The variability among perfor-
mance measures, such as ground water travel time,
calculated using these replicate models therefore
quantifies the uncertainty in performance that arises
from uncertainty in site characterization.

INTRODUCTION

Characterization of the proposed Yucca Moun-
tain repository site inevitably will be incomplete and
subject to uncertainty. By extension, geologic models
of the site and performance assessment calculations
based on those models also will contain uncertainties
that are _ direct result of our incomplete knowledge.
Sandia National Laboratories is applying the develop-
ing geostatistical technique of indicator simulation s,2
to assess the impact of characterization uncertainty on
both models of rock properties and measures of site
performance. This discussion will present an example
that includes the development of replicate geologic
models for a portion of the repository site that are
based on actual measurements. These geologic models
form the basis for calculating a distribution of
ground water travel times as one quantitative measure
of site performance.

GEOSTATISTICAL SIMULATION

Models created by the nonparametric geosta-
tistical technique of conditional sequential indicator

simulation possess several important properties. 1 ___
First, each numerical model will reproduce known
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• measurements of the rock property of interest at their
proper spatial location• Second, the univariate
distribution of known values can be reproduced in the
simulation even for rock properties with highly
skewed distributions• Third, the simulated values of
the rock property will reflect the pattern of spatial
continuity exhibited by the measured values. Modeled
rock properties will vary as they do in nature, rather
than be modeled as constant at some average or
"representative" value. Fourth, because simulation is
not an interpolation or smoothing algorithm, the
resulting numerical models will more accurately
represent the natural variablility inherent in many
phenomena• Finally, because such multiple simula-
tions are equiprobable and geostatistically indistin-
guishable from one another, variations between
simulations reflect our lack of knowledge, i.e., our

, uncertainty in characterizing the site.

Indicator Methodology

" The indicator technique of geostatistics is a
nonparametric approach that entails converting the
distribution of some continuous variable into a series
of classes, typically based on various quantiles of the
cumulative distribution function, s Each spatially
distributed measurement of the variable is then
classified as an indicator of whether or not the
measured value exceeds the class threshold. The set
of continuous measurements is thus converted to a
sequence of ones and zeros corresponding to each
threshold value. Once the indicator transformations
are complete, the spatial covariance structure of each
class is identified through conventional variogram
analysis. Notably, the spatial continuity patterns need
not be identical for different values of the variable.

Simulation Algorithm

Conditional sequential indicator simulation _
entails the definition of a grid throughout the area or
volume of interest. The indicator-transformed mea-
sured values of the variable are mapped onto this grid
to condition the simulation, and the simulation
process is initiated, proceeding along a random path
through ali grid nodes.

At each node and for each threshold value, the
appropriate indicator value is obtained through
ordinary kriging of surrounding indicator measure-
ments and any nearby previously simulated values.
The kriged value, which will range between zero and
one, may be thought of as an estimate of the condi-
tional probability, given the nearby data, that the
continuous value at that point exceeds the particular
threshold value or quantile of the observed cumula-
tive distribution function. A uniform random number
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' between zero and one is then drawn and compared
with that probability. An indicator value is assigned
to the node indicating whether or not the random
number exceeded the probability. This new indicator
value becomes a conditioning datum, and the process
is repeated at the next node along the path through
the grid. The simulation process is complete once
every grid node has been filled.

If there are no conditioning or previously simulated
values within the range of correlation of the variable
at a particular grid node, a value is drawn at random
from the cumulative distribution function input to
the problem and converted to an indicator. In the
absence of any better information, the simulation will
thus produce the proper proportion of high and low
values. Because simulated values act to condition as-
yet unsimulated grid nodes along the random path
through the model, such randomly generated indica-
tors will be propagated in accordance with the input
spatial continuity specifications.

Once the simulation process is complete, the set
of indicators that represent the conditional cumula-
tive probability function at each grid node is then
back-transformed to the space of the continuous
variable. Because the simulation process determines
only the class to which a particular node belongs, the
exactness with which the continuous variable can be
directly determined is affected by the discretization
of the initial cumulative distribution process.
Typically, this transformation is produced by drawing
uniformly distributed random numbers in the appro-
priate interval. Alternatively, a specific distribution
of values within each cumulative distribution func-
tion class may be specified. Uncertainty introduced
by the discretization of the cumulative distribution
function can be rationalized as indirectly incorpora-
ting measurement and/or modeling uncertainty pre-
sent in the original data.

APPLICATION TO YUCCA MOUNTAIN

Proceeding under the assumption that one potea-
tial mode of failure for the Yucca Mountain site is
rapid flow of ground water 4 in the unsaturated zone,
we have developed replicate geologic models for the
van Genuchten alpha parameter, s Alpha is used in
several unsaturated flow codes as one of the principal
determinants of the unsaturated hydraulic conduc-
tivity of the rock. Alpha is the air-entry parameter
that controls how easily a particular volume of rock
saturates and desaturates.

As represented by 44 available data from
three drill holes, alpha values for the tufts at Yucca
Mountain form a high|y skewed distribution, ',vith a
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' long tail of high values. The degree of vertical
spatial continuity suggested by indicator variograms
computed from the composite data appears to depend
on the magnitude of alpha; high alphas are more
continuous than median and low values. Relevant
simulation parameters are presented in Table 1.

TABLE 1. SIMULATION INPUT PARAMETERS

Indicator Class Spheric,_l Varlogram Model

Quantile Alpha (m"!) Nugget Sill Range

0.20 0.00275 0.16 -- -"

0.40 0.00400 0.00 0.24 0.024

O. 50 0.00500 0.00 0.25 0.050

0.60 0.00650 0.00 0.24 0.055

0.70 0.00950 0.00 0.21 0.060

0.80 0.01400 0.00 0.16 0.070

0.90 0.01850 0.00 0.09 0.070

Vertical variogram range given as a fraction of

• the stratigraphic unit thicknesso 2 For

reference, 0.01 - approximately 6.71 m.

For a test case, we have modeled a small region
centered on drill hole USW G-4 as indicated in Figure
1, which is located near the proposed Exploratory
Shaft Facility. Note, however, that no stratigraphic
units are imposed on the simulated model from out-
side. "Layering" in the model is induced by propaga-
tion of the 19 actual measurements of alpha in USW
G-4 according to the simulation algorithm.

Each simulated model of alpha serves as the
basis for calculating the unsaturated ground water
travel time to the water table through the geologic
interval consisting of the Tiva Canyon, Paintbrush
nonwelded, Topopah Spring, Calico Hills, and Prow
Pass thermal/ mechanical units, e Travel times from
the approximate repository horizon to the water table
also were computed. Flow calculations were con-
ducted in one-dimension under steady-state conditions
using the computer code, LLUVIA. 7 Flux through the
mountain was assumed to be 0.0001 m per year. Ali
other hydrologic input variables were fixed at widely
used "nominal" values s for purposes of this preli-
minary exercise.

lt must be emphasized that because of the sparse
and unevenly distributed data used in these simula_
tions, the models presented in this discussion should

be considered illustrative of the methodology, rather
than as actual representations of Yucca Mountain per
se. Nevertheless, a significant degree of realism is
imparted by the simulation _pproach to both the
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• geologic models and the flow calculations.

/ / /
/ G-4 CROSS SECTION _,

_J" REPOSITORY" BOUNDARY
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: _ 671 m '
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Figure I. Schematic representationof regionselected
for simulationof van Genuchten alpha
parameter. Simulation grid consistsof
1,200by I0 nodes.

RESULTS

Geologic Models

Some twenty conditional indicator simulations
of the "¢'xhaustive" sequence (0.61 m vertical grid) of
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' alpha values have been produced. Visual examination
of grey'scale-coded displays of these geologic models,
arbitrarily extended in the dip dimension for viewing
purposes, indicates that there are striking differences
in the simulated geology shown in Figure 2. Yet '
because each _ individual model contains exactly the
same conditioning data, reproduces the same propor-
tion of high and low alpha values, and reflects the
same pattern of spatial continuity, we should be
indifferent among them. Ali current knowledge is
accomodated, and the differences may be viewed as
reflecting only our ignorance.

Seed = 17 Seed - 23 Seed - 61 Seed = 31 Seed - 73

600 I

Figure 2. Selected simulated geologic models of van Ocnuchten alpha parameter near drill
hole USW O-4 for various random number seeds. Plus symbols in left hand
column indicate locations of conditioning data.

The wide variety of equally likely geologic
models at the G-4 drill hole location, ali of which are
consistent with the existing data, suggests that geo-
logic characterization of this region is relatively voor.
Additional visual evaluation of the various models
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' indicates that our degree of ignorance is greater in
certain regions than in others.

Specifically, the 19 conditioning data that exist
for drill hole USW G-4 (leftmost column of Figure 2; ,
some data locations overlap at presentation scale) are
concentrated in the lower T0popah Spring and Calico
Hills units. Variability among models in this interval
is relatively modest; one sequence is visually much the
same as the next. In particular, note the similar
occurrence and location of the very light colored
pixels and bands in ali five profiles that represent
high alpha values in Figure 2. Conversely, there are
no conditioning data whatsoever in the Tiva Canyon,
Paintbrush nonwelded, and upper Topopah units
above approximately 1,000 m elevation. The marked
differences among the models are located in these
intervals. Again, note the location of the very light,
high-alpha pixels and bands for random number seeds
31 and 73 compared with the same intervals in the
other profiles. This simple visual comparison suggests

' that the greatest reductions of characterization uncer-
tainty may be gained by additional sampling in these
intervals.

Flow Calculations

The ground water travel times obtained using
the geostatistical models created to date, shown as
Figure 3, exhibit as much as _ 22-percent variation

0.8'

I_poato_ Topoi Model
to Water TJble to W_r Tilde

0.4'

02"

O'

Travel Time, TboummdYem_
,,

Figure 3. Distribution of ground water travel times
calculated for the repository-to-water
table interval and for the total model
above the water table. Arrows indicate
approximate travel times calculated for
constant alpha value stratigraphic units.
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concentratedin the lower Topopah Spring and Calico
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above approximately 1,000 m elevation. The marked
differences among the models are located in these
intervals. Again, note the location of the very light,
high-alpha pixcls and bands for random number seeds
31 and 73 compared with the same intervals in the
other profiles. This simple visual comparison suggests

• that the greatest reductions of characterization uncer-
tainty may be gained by additional sampling in these
intervals.

Flow Calculations

The ground water travel times obtained using
the geostatistical models created to date, shown as
Figure 3, exhibit as much as a 22-percent variation

o.e]- _ Topoflaod_""_
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Figure 3. Distribution of ground water travel times
calculated for the repository-to-water
table interval and for the total model
above the water table. Arrows indicate
_pproximate travel times calculated /'or
constant alpha value stratigraphic units.
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relative to the mean travel time, as a result of the
' wide variability of the input models (F'gurc 2).

Mean total travel time _from the top of the model to
the water table is increased approximately 6 percent,
relative to a widely quoted s nominal case involving
major, constant-value stratigraphic units. The mean
travel time from the level of the proposed repository
to the water table is reduced approximately g percent'
by the same standard. Although the "average" travel
time resulting fror_ the geostatisticai simulations is
not greatly affected, the minimum travel time from
the repository level to the water table decreases by
nearly 21 percrnt (Figure 3), relative to the nominal
cise.

In addition to the effect on ground water travel
time introduced by geostatistically controlled geologic
uncertainty, the saturation and pressure profiles
produced arc markedly different when compared with
the constant-value model (Figure 4). Rather than

, pro_u_ing saturation profiles that exhibit progressive,
gradual changes in saturation as one approaches the
water table, the profiles are substantially more erratic.
With the exc=ption of numerous, but thin intervals of
relatively dry material, saturations generally are much
closer to one. The prevalence of more nearly satu-
rated rock in the seostatistically generated models
suggests that the resulting travel times may be more
sensitive - or may be sensitive at different absolute
levels -- to changes in the Flux boundary condition.

O
C._ ' C._ C,._ [:.5 g.O 1.C

SO:_¢ct',or

Figure 4. Comparison of matrix saturation profiles
resulting from one indicator simulation
('stochastic") and the case of constant-
alpha stratigraphic units ("nominal"). "Z"
is elevation above water table.
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• That the flow.calculation results are as tightly
clustered as shown in Figure 3 is somewhat surprising

in light of the apparently poor geologic characteri-
zation implied in Figure 2. Several observations are
in order. First, despite the variability of the
simulated models, the vicinity of drill hole USW (3-4
may, in fact, be adequately characterized as judged by
the performance criterion selected, ground water travel
time. Although the preliminary nature of these
simulations makes this an unlikely final conclusion.
the concept that "poor" geologic characterization may
be sufficient in terms of performance is important.

Second, we note that 0nly the van Genuchten
alpha parameter was varied in the calculations. Ali
other input variables were fixed, including the satu-
rated permeability of the rock, a variable which

should be correlated to some degree with the air entry
parameter, alpha. Perhaps arbitrarily fixed variables
are unduly limiting the effect on the flow calcula-
tions. Third, the calculations performed by LLUVIA

' are one dimensional and vertical only. In nature, the
true flow path is likely tO be somewhat more tortuous.
Rock properties that vary in space will unquestion-
ably work to accentuate this trend. Assuming thick,
constant-valued stratigraphic units is conducive to
reducing the dimension of the problem. Anisotropic
properties, particularly in three dimensions, likely
will work to concentrate and divert flows and to
increase velocity along the more complex pathway.

CONCLUSIONS

The geologic models of rock properties that may
be created using this simulation technique appear to
be realistic, if complex, models of the Yucca Moun-
tain repository site in the vicinity of drill hole G-4.
Rock properties are spatially variable, and these
simulations reproduce that variability within the
limitation of our knowledge of the site. The models
produced by this exercise, although preliminary and
based upon very sparse data, are the first models of
Yucca Mountain that do not approximate the geology
of the site by using thick stratigraphic units of
constant value. Performance calculations used in
licensing documents may need to be based on more
realistic representations of the geology such as these.

The ability to produce replicate models provides
a method to conduct an assessment of the uncertainty
that results from incomplete site characterization.
However, it appears that such a description of
uncertainty cannot be global in nature. As with the
case of optimization, one can only describe the effect
of uncertainty quantitatively with respect to some
criterion, here taken to be ground water travel time.
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d

" Given our chosen criterion, the applications Of
this quantitative description are twofold. First, the
ability to generate multiple, statistically indis-
tinguishable models for input to performance assess-
ment calculations provides an opportunity to evaluate
whether or not the site is adequately characterized. If
the variability in performance caused by characteri-
zation uncertainty does not cause the site to fail
according to the performance measure selected, the
level of characterization may well be adequate.
Second, in the eVent that the spread of results from
the performance calculat;_3n is what causes the site to
fail to meet a particular criterion, the intervals or
regions that vary the most between simulations are
prime candidates for additional characterization
efforts.
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Geostatistical simulation ,is being used to
develop multiple geologic models of rock properties at
the proposed Yucca Mountain repository site. Because
each replicate model contains the same known infor-
mation, and is thus essentially indistinguishable statis-
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the site description. The variability among perfor-
mance measures, such as ground water travel time,
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INTRODUCTION

Characterization of the proposed Yucca Moun-
tain repository site inevitably will be incomplete and
subject to uncertainty. By extension, geologic models
of the site and performance assessment calculations
based on those models also will contain uncertainties
that are a direct result of our incomplete knowledge.
Sandia National Laboratories is applying the develop-
ing geostatistical technique of indicator simulation 1,_
to assess the impact of characterization uncertainty on
both models of rock properties and measures of site
performance. This discussion will present an example
that includes the development of replicate geologic
models for a portion of the repository site that are
based on actual measurements. These geologic models
form the basis for calculating a distribution of
ground water travel times as one quantitative measure
of site performance.

GEOSTATISTICAL SIMULATION

Models created by the nonparametric geosta-
tistical technique of conditional sequential indicator
simulation possess several important properties. 1
First, each numerical model will reproduce known
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